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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the existence of a smooth Eiopf bifurca- 
tion for functional equations. The bifurcation parameters may include the delays. 
The results will be described for a special case of the equations considered. 
Suppose rl , r2 , Y are given positive numbers, a(@), --Y < 6’ < 0 is a C-l- 
function, g: W --f iw is a C-function, g(0) = 0, h: R -+ R is a P-function, 
h(O) = 0, and consider the equation 
.x(t) - g (X(l - Y1), x(t - r,), J” u(6) h(x(t + 6)) d6) = 0. (11 -P 
Suppose the linear variational equation around zero, 
X(f) - a,x(t - Y1) - a,x(t - Y2) - a3 i’O a(6) x(t f 6) dB = 0, i=*) .-7 
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has the property that there is a point 010 = (~~0, ~~0, aao, ~~0, ~~0) E R3 x (&!+)a 
and a surface S through this point of codimension one such that the characteristic 
equation 
1 - alepAr - aPe?z - a3 a(0) e”‘d0 = 0 (3) 
has two roots X(a), x(a), a = (a, , aa , a, , y1 , ~a), for a! in a neighborhood U of S, 
h(aO) = iv, v > 0, and the remaining roots are bounded away from the imaginary 
axis for 01 E U. Also, suppose dA(ol)/da # 0 along the normal to the tangent plane 
of S for CI E U. Under this hypothesis, it is shown that Equation (1) has a smooth 
Hopf bifurcation from 0 at any point on S. 
One important remark is that the delays y1 , ~a can be chosen as bifurcation 
parameters. At first, it would seem to be impossible to prove this result since 
the function in Equation (1) considered as a function on the space C([--h, 01, R), 
h > max(r, , r2 , Y) is not a differentiable function in r, , ~a . However, under the 
assumption that ~(0) is Ci in 8, we prove every periodic solution of Equation (1) 
must be Cl. This fact and an argument similar in spirit to the one in [4] make it 
possible to prove the bifurcation theorem. 
Our proof of the theorem uses only the Fourier series of a periodic function 
and not the variation of constants formula as is usually the case for evolutionaty 
equations (see, for example, [3]). 
To determine the number of periodic solutions that bifurcate from zero at a: 
and their stability properties, one must use some type of averaging process along 
with the variation of constants formula. This latter formula is used either to 
obtain a center manifold theorem or to show that the characteristic multipliers 
of the linear variational equation around a periodic orbit determine the asymp- 
totic behavior of the solutions. These topics will be treated in a subsequent paper. 
The results hold for more general equations 
x(t) - c A,x(t - Ye) - Jo A(B) x(t + 0) d0 - g(a, xt) = 0 
--T 
where x E W, x,(B) = x(t + 0), --h < 6 < 0, and 01 is the bifurcation parameter 
which may include all the rF. and coefficient matrices A,, A(B). 
1. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
Suppose Y > 0 is a given real number, [w is the real line, UP is an n-dimensional 
normed space over R with norm / 1 , C([a, 61, VP) is the Banach space of all 
continuous functions 4: [a, b] -+ W with the norm 14 / = sup{; #(B)j: a < 
0 < b}, c = C([-Y, 01, W), Lqx, Y) is the space of all linear continuous 
mappings L: X-P Y from the Banach space (X, 1 . 1) into the Banach space 
(Y, 1 . I), with the norm j L j = sup{] L+ ;: j 4 j = I}, 9(X, X) = T(X). If 
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Recall the Riesz Theorem [B] on the representation of elements of L?(C, IF!‘[) 
via the Stieitjes Integral: any D E P(C, FP) can be written in the form 
where Aa t Z(W”) and pi: I-Y, 0] + 5?(W) is a function of bounded variation 
on L-Y, O], continuous at d = 0. 
If we decompose p as the sum of its saitus part, plus its absolutely continuous 
part, plus its singular part, we can also write Db, as 
where{+ \ h!lr is the countable set of discontinuities of p, A, E Z( W”) is the jump 
of p at -Ye, for all k, Clc [ A, j < co, Em,,, COCTkiE j A, j = 0, A: [--r, O] + 
9(W) is absolutely Lebesgue integrable i.e., A ELI and 5’: [--r, O] -+ P([R’“) 
is continuous, has bounded variation on [-Y, 0] and dS/dS = 0 almost every- 
where. 
In what follows, we always suppose that the singular part S is identically 
zero. Define 
and Ho(h) -= DO(e”‘l) = A, - Eli Ake-hr~~ and N(X) = D(&,I), for ail h E C, 
where I is the identity n x n matrix. 
We say that Do is hyperbolic if there exist constants a :> 0 and b > 0 such that 
det H*(X) 3 b for all h such that / Re h ; < a. if / det H*(X), > b for ali A 
such that Re X >, --a, we say that Do is stable. To justify this terminology we 
note that if ,4, is invertible in 9(W m), the hyperbolic (resp. stable) functionals 
R” are characterized by the fact that the origin 0 E CO =aef (4 E C: rS*$ = O> is a 
hyperbolic (resp. stable) equilibrium point of the iinear dynamical system 
defined on Co by T*(t) (b = xt , for all t > 0 and 4 E Co, where x: [-Y, 03) - R” 
is the continuous solution of the initial value problem D”(x,) = 0, x0 = 6. 
See [3] and [5] for details. The definition of hyperbolicity and stability can be 
extended to a genral D E Z’(C, W) and the above characterization extends to the 
case when the singular part 5’ is identically zero; the case S + 0 is still open. 
This concept of hyperbolic is a special case of admissibility in [6], and appeared 
implicitly in [S]. 
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Using the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma, it is easy to prove that, if Do is hyper- 
bolic, then the function det H(A) can have only a finite number of zeros in a 
sufficiently thin neighborhood of the imaginary axis. Of course, all of them have 
finite multiplicity. Therefore, if Do is hyperbolic, then D = DO + Dl is hyper- 
bolic if and only if the function det H(h) d oes not have purely imaginary roots. 
In what follows, we always suppose that Do is,hyperbolic. 
Consider the functional equation 
De%) - dxt> = f(t) (1.1) 
where g: C -+ Iw” is continuously differentiable, g(0) = 0, g’(0) = 0 and 
f : 1w -+ 1w+ is continuous. 
We study the periodic solutions of Equation (1.1) when f is periodic. Let 
9u , w > 0, be the space of all continuous w-periodic functions f : 53 -+ lF@ with 
the norm ) f 1 = sup(Jf(t)/: t E El>, let PL1’ = {f~ ~7~: df/dt E: gu} and for each 
integer n, let c,[f]J = (1/27r) Ji” e+“tf(t) dt. 
LEMMA 1.1. If Do is hyperbolic, then for any w > 0 and for any f E Pu , there 
exists a unique solution of Dox, = f (t) in pu . If we denote this solution by x = Sf, 
then S is a bicontinuous bijective operatoy from Pu onto itself. If f is C”, so is Sf. 
Proof. For simplicity, let us suppose w = 297. If f E g2, and if the equation 
Dox, = f (t) has a solution x in @aiT , then 
4x1 = [H”(iW1 c,[f 1 for n = 0, 51, +2 ,.... 
This shows uniqueness of the solution in pz, (and existence and uniqueness 
of solution in La[O: 2~1). To prove existence of solution in Yz?r we use a result of 
Cameron and Pitt [7] which states that there exist sequences {X,}, {yJ, X, f 
Z(lV), ylc E Iw, Ck ] X, ] < GO, such that [H*(in)]-l = Ck Xke-inva for all 
n E [w. It is easy to see now that x(t) = ‘& X,f (t + rk) is a continuous 27~- 
periodic solution of Dox, = f (t) and the lemma is apparent. 
An as example, consider the scalar equation 
x(t) - A,x(t - 1) - A.&t - 57) = cost 
under the hypothesis 1 A, j + j A, j < 1. 
The functional Do+ = d(O) - A,+(-l) - A&-V) is stable and 
& = f (Ale-im + &+n~)k 
k=O 
and the unique 2r-periodic solution of the above equation is given by 
x(t) = f (-1)” 2 (-l)D A,%$-” cos(t + p). 
k=O p=0 
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Even if Dn is not hyperbolic, we can find, by the above procedure the w-perio- 
dic solutions of DO(x,) =f(t), f E Pm , in the case where f is a trigonometric 
polynomial. But the general situation is very complicated. For the example 
x(t) + +x(t - 1) + $x(t - r) = f (t), with f E Pzz arbitrary, one encounters 
the problem of small divisors. 
Another application of Lemma 1.1 is the equation 
Xjf - I) + f ,_,~[x(t-$)+x(t-22.$)! =f(t). 
In this example, 
and it is not difficult to prove that Do is hyperbolic. Therefore, the above 
equation has a unique solution in Pa for any f E Pu . 
LEM~MA 1,2. If DO is hyperbolic and f E ~9’~ , then, there exists a 8 = 6(D0) > i) 
such that, for any continuous T: R + Z(C, LP) such that T(t + w) = T(t)for all 
t~Rand/Tj<6,where ITI=defsup(IT(t)~/:~~C,jrbj=l,t~iW),the 
equation 
Do@4 - T(t) xt =f(t> 
has a unique solution x( T, f) E Pa and the map (T, f) i--t x(T, f) is co~t~~~ous. 
P)I’ooJ. Let B be the space of all maps T: R ---f 2 (C, UP) which are continu- 
ous and w-periodic, with the above norm j T / . Consider the mapping 
defined by .F(T, 2) (t) = DO(x,) - T(t) zt -f(t) for ail t E R. It is easy to see 
that 9 is continuously differentiable. By Lemma 1.1, P(O, xf) = 0 where 
z+(t) = Ck Xkf(t + rk). Lemma 1.1 again implies that (89/8x) (0, x~) is an 
isomorphism from YW onto itself. 
Thus, the Implicit Function Theorem (IFT) implies the conclusions in 
Lemma 1.2. 
LEMMA 1.3. If Do is hyperbolic and f E 9, , then there exists a 6 = 6(D”) > 0 
such that, for any continuously diflerentiable map g: C -+ R” such that ’ g 1 < 3, 
where j g 1 = sup{/ g(j)(+) j : 4 E C, j = 0, 11, then the equation 
DO(%) - ‘cd%> = f(t) 
has a unique solution x E Pu . !bfooyeoaer, if f is Cl, so is x. 
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Proof. Let X = {g: C + 58” ! g is Cl, 1 g j < co) and consider the mapping 
&F:% x Pw-9w 
defined by 
for all t E R. 
By Lemma 1.1, F(0, Ck X,f(. + yk)) = 0 and (a%/&) (0, C X,f(. + ylc)) 
is an isomorphism from P:, onto P’, . 
The IFT can be applied to give a solution x = x(g,f) in 9, of our equation. 
We suppose now that f is C1 and prove that ~(g, f) (t) 
ferentiable in t E R. Let y E P’w be the unique solution of 
D,“(Yt> - ‘%+&~ “0) . Yf =m 
Consider the function 
is continuously dif- 
x(t, At) = 
x(t + At) - x(t) 
At -Y(t) 
defined for t E R, At # 0. As a function oft, x(t, At) satisfies the equation 
Dot%) - [jolg’@t+& + (1 - 0 %I d] xt 
= jol [.ftt + 54 - f(t)1 4 + ( jol k’@t+a + (1 - 0 4 - g’W1 di) Yt . 
Since this equation depends continuously upon At, for t E R. Lemma 1.2 
implies that z(., At) is a continuous function of At, for At E R. Therefore, there 
. . . 
exists the hmrt llmAt+o x(., At) E LF’~ . But this limit solves the limit equation 
Da(z,) - g’(xt) . zt = 0, so it is the zero function and 2 = y. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose Do is hyperbolic, f is Cl and A: [-Y, 0] -+ 2?(W) 
is an L1-function such that the function t ++ JyT A(0) x(t + 8) dd is continuously 
dijjeyentiable whenever x is continuous. Then, there exists a 6 = 6(D”) > 0 such 
that ifg: C--f [w” is Cl, and j g / < 6, then, all continuous periodic solutions of the 
equation 
Do@4 - j” At@ x(t + 4 do - g(xt) =f(t) 
--r 
aye continuously da#erentiable. 
Proof. Suppose x* E flu is a solution of the above equation. Then, x* is also 
a solution of 
DO(x,) - g(xt) = [” A(Q) x*(t + 0) a%’ + f(t) 
and Lemma 1.3 implies the result. 
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Suppose Do is hyperbolic and suppose that D is not hyperboiic. Let us seek 
now the solutions in Pm of the linear homogeneous functional equation D(xJ = 0. 
We consider only the case w = 2~. By taking Fourier coefficients, we see that 
there exist nonzero solutions in ,Yza if and only if the equation det N(k) - 0 
admits at least one integer solution n. Let n, ,..., n, xe all these integers. Let 
#) xj ,..., c$” be a basis for the subspace {V E KY: H(inj) o = 0). Then, it is easy 
to prove that the set of all complex-valued continuous 2=-periodic solutions of 
Dx, = 0 is the set of all linear combinations of the functions ein%~~‘; k = 
I i )..‘) pj;j = l)...) m. 
We now study the periodic solutions of the nonhomogeneous equation 
19(x*) =f(t), when f E PW, DO is hyperbolic but D = Do + Dr is not hyper- 
bolic. 
For this purpose, we define the adjoint equation associated to the equation 
D(Q) = 0 as the functional equation 
D”(yJ = y(t) ,4, - C y(t + Yk) A, - j-” y(t - 0) A(B) dB = 0 (1.2) 
k --T 
where T belongs to the dual (R”)* of R”. All that has been said for the equation 
D(x,) = 0 carries over for Equation (1.2) with the obvious adaptation. In 
particular, the set of all continuous Zn-periodic solutions of D*(y,) = 0 is the 
set of all linear combinations of the functions einjtWiF.); k = 1 ,..., p,; j = 1 ,..., ~12 
where iv;: ,..., WC’ is a basis for the subspace {w E iW)*: wN(inj) = 01 and as 
before, n, ,..., nj are the integer solutions of det H(&) = 0. We will suppose that 
the vectors 2Q’ are unit vectors. 1 
k,EMh?.l i .5 (Fredholm Alternative). Suppose D” is hyperbolic, D -= Da L D1 
is not tzyperbolic, A: [--r, 0] + 2”(W) belongs to L1 andf E 9, . Then the equation 
Dx, = f(t) has a solution in PO if and only iJf is orthogonal to the continuous c~1- 
periodic rolutions of the homogeneous adjoint equation D”yt -= 0; that is, 
j; y(t)f(t) dt = 0 f OY a II continuous w-periodic functions y: R + (BP)* such that 
D*(yJ = 0. Moreover, [ff is Cl and t + ST7 A(B) x(t L 0) dB is Cl whenever x is 
continzlous, then, all solutions of D(xt) = f (t) in Pm are in 9:‘. 
Furthermore, there exist linear continuous operators J: 9, -+ 9u and 
X: (I - J) PW ---f PW such that (I - J) gu is the set of all f E iJcv which sati?fies 
the above o&ogonalz’ty condition and, foT any f E (I - J) 8, , x = xfis a solution 
in 2c0 of the equation D(xt) = f (t). In other words, .X is a continuous right inverse 
of the operator x i-> D(x.). 
Proof. For simplicity take w = 27~. If the equation has a solution s”(t) in 
8,, , then equating Fourier coefficients implies If(in,j c,~[x*] =I ~,~[f]. 
Multiplying both sides of this equality by zui:j we get 
z$f . cn,[f] = 0 
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or 
for all k = I,..., pj; j = l,..., m. But this implies that f is orthogonal to 27~ 
periodic solutions of D*yt = 0. 
Conversely, if the above integrals are zero, then we can produce vectors 
?p, j = I,..., m, such that H(inj) wp) = c,,[f] and construct the function 
x*(t) = f (pft . $9) + c H-l(h) . c,[f] eint. 
f=l n+nl,...,“m 
This function is a well-defined 2rr-periodic La-solution of the equation 
D(x,) = f(t). From the Schwarz Inequality, x* is bounded and therefore x* 
belongs to Lm[O, 27r]. Let us prove that x*(t) is in fact a continuous function. 
Indeed, x*(t) is also a 2m-periodic LGolution of the equation 
D”(q) =f(t) + so A(B) x*(t + 6’) dB. 
--r 
By hypothesis, f is continuous; the function t H srT A(B) x(t + 0) de is con- 
tinuous since it is the convolution of an Lx-function with an Lm function. Then, 
Lemma 1 .l implies that x* is continuous. 
Now, since the matrix H(&) admits a right inverse, the vectors VP) can be 
chosen such that they are linear and continuous in f. 
We define the projection J by 
and the operator X: (I - J) 9:, -+ gu by 
(Xf) (t) = f ein&*) + n+n,C IT1(in) cn[f] eint, 
i=l . . . ..n*n 
1ER, fE(l-J]gu. 
Schwarz inequality shows that A’? is continuous and the rest of the proof of 
Lemma 1.5 is obvious. 
Let us specialize the Fredholm alternative to the case where -& are simple 
roots of h(A) = det H(h) = 0, that is, h(i) = 0 and h’(i) # 0. Let P be an inver- 
tible n x n matrix such that p-lH(i) P is in the complex Jordan canonical form 
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where p1 i..., pn are the eigenvalues of H(i) and pi ‘..-, ‘c~ E (0, I >. Since 0 is an 
eigenvalue of H(i) we can suppose that tar = 0. Let M(h) = [f%?JX)] = 
PIH(h) P. Then, 
A&(i) El 0 ‘.. 0 
II&,(i) (CL2 Es ... 0 
Since h’(i) f 0 by hypothesis, we can conclude that the number of blocks 
associated with the eigenvalue 0 is one; that is, the null spaces Nr = 1% E C: 
H(i) pi = O> and N, = {w E (P)*: z&(i) = 0} h ave dimension one. If the block 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 has dimensionj x j, then, it is easy to see that 
v. = PelT and u;,, = e$P-l, where e, is the 1 x n matrix with zero components 
except the k-th which is one, are basis for K,. and L%r, , respectively. It is easily 
seen now that 
(- I)“l Mil(i) pjel ... pn 
and u;&‘(i) z‘@ = Mii(i). 
if j < n 
if j=n 
Therefore, if we define w = wO/i w,, : and u = [; w0 ~/&Z~r(Q] EC” we have 
H(i) v = 0, WI+) = 0, /WI=I, wH’(i)v = I. (1.3j 
li’sing (1.3), one can also prove that the conditions h(i) = 0 and K(i) + 0 are 
equivalent to saying that the equation D(xJ = 0 has a one-dimensional space 
of solutions of the form eitb and no solution of the form eit[tb + c], b f 0. 
Suppose now that ii are simple roots of /r(X) = 0 and no other characteristic 
root is an integral multiple of i. 
For eachf E Pazn such that wcr[f] = 0, we choose ~[f] varying continuously 
withf such that H(i) ~[f] = cr[f]. Then th e g eneral real 2n-periodic continuous 
soIution of D(zcJ =f(t) is given by 
c E C arbitrary. 
The projection J: 8,, --f 8,, takes the form 
(Jf) (t) = (wc,[f]) eitGT + (?ikI~]) erZtwT (1.4) 
and the operator X: (I - J) Ygm -+ gzii is given by 
K[f] (f) = eitvj + ecit?Tj + ,El f-win) 4fl @, (1.5) 
for difE(I-J)Pw and all PER. 
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2. THE HOPF BIFURCATION THEOREM 
Suppose LZ? is a real Banach space, the parameter space, tiO E ~8’ is fixed, V=, 
is a neighborhood of o10 in &; D and g are continuous mappings from & x C 
into KY; D(a) + is linear in 4, 
D(a) = Do(~) + Dl(cx) 
Do(a) 4 = A,(a) d(O) - 2,41c(c9 d(-~~c(u)), 
k 
Dl(ol) + = -so A(ol, 0)$(e) do, 
--I‘ 
where 
uniformly in ac E VU, , A(ol, .): [-7, 0] 
function t * si+, A( 
+ 9(EP) is a Lr function such that the 
01, 0 - t) X(U) do is Cl for any continuous X: Iw ---f EP, 
g(a, $) has continuous first derivative in 4, g(a, 0) = 0, (ag/@) (o1,O) = 0, for 
all 01 E VU0 , and consider the functional equation 
D(a) xt - g(oI, xt) = 0. (2.1) 
An example which is a special case of (2.1) is the scalar equation 
$(q - ~,x(t - yl) - A&t - YJ - A Jp;L’ x(f t 0) do - g(%) = 0, w-4 
2 
where the parameter a: is the 7-tuple of real numbers 
Our first hypothesis concerns the behavior of the difference operator in 01 and 
is the following: 
(HI) We assume there exist constants a > 0, b > 0 such that if h E 6, 
J Re A I < a, then 
A, - 1 Aice-h* > b for all 01 E VU0 . 
7c 
Hypothesis (HI) says that Do(~) is hyperbolic for all 01 in a neighborhood of 
01~ . If 01 contains some of the delays yk , then, Hypothesis (HI) puts strong 
restrictions on the corresponding coefficients AI, . To better understand these 
restrictions we reproduce here some results in [l]. 
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Suppose 
and 
where yk a = Cy=, ykjaj . It is shown in [I] that z(a) is a finite union oi closed 
intervals for any 01 E (lJ%+)q. Also, if the components of u are rationally 
independent, then p E I if and only if there is a 19 E RQ such that 
(2.3) 
Even if the components of 01 are not rationally independent, we can still 
discuss the solutions of (2.3). Let 
ul(a) = max(p < 0: there is a 0 E 1wq such that H(p, 0, CX) = O> 
~+(a) = min(p 3 0: there is a 6 E IWQ such that H(p, 8, E) = 0). 
Take 5&a) = -co, CJ~(CX) = +CXZ if the set involved is empty. 
From the results in [I], Hypothesis (HI) is equivalent to 
@I(“) < -8 < 0 < s < +(a) for 01 E VW0 . 
But then, from [l], ZP( a) $ is hyperbolic for any 01 E (l&)Q, that is, the property 
of being locally hyperbolic in the delays is, in fact, a global property in the 
delays. 
A trivial example is Do(~) 4 = C+(O) - a4(--~J - 6&--cu,) + ab$(--al - a2) 
with / a ! < 1, / b ! > 1. In this case, Ho(X) = (1 - ae-%) (1 - be-%) with 
roots lying on either the line Re X = (I /CQ) In j a / or Re X = (l/a,) !n b j . 
The scalar two-delays functional 
is hyperbolic for any E E (lR+)2 if and only if j a, ) + / a2 1 < 1 (stable) or 
a2 1 > 1 + I a, I or j a, j > 1 + j a2 j (unstable). 
Our second hypothesis is the following: 
(H2j The characteristic matrix 
s 
o N(a, A) = A,(oc) - c A,(a) e-Ar, - A(a, e> eAB de, hEC=, 
1C --T 
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is continuously differentiable in m; the characteristic equation det N(oI, A) = 0 
has, for a: = o10 , a simple purely imaginary root h, = iv,, , V, > 0, and for any 
integer n # iI, nh, is not a root. 
By changing the time scale, we can suppose that A, = i. By the I.F.T., we 
can find a 6 > 0 and a function h(ol) E @ continuously differentiable for 
/ ~1 - 01~ / < 6 such that h(ol,) = A, , A( a: is a simple root of det H(ol, A) = 0 and ) . 
if det H(ol, A) = 0 for 1 a! - 01s 1 < 6, 1 h - A,, 1 < 8, then h = A(U). 
Let us take +a) E P and w(a) E (@)* such that H(ol, h(a)) ~(a) = 0, 
~(a) H(ol, A(a)) = 0, 1 w(a)1 = 1, and 
a 
W(“) x H(ol, h(a)) v(a) f 1 (2.4) 
We observe that the derivative of h(a) with respect to a! at (Y = a0 is given by 
h’(a,) * da = -w [-g (a0 ) A,) da] v 
where ZI = v(cyO) and w(ac,,) = w, for all dol f AS?‘. 
Our third hypothesis concerns the differentiability of the Equation (2.1) with 
respect to the parameter 01. If we impose that D and g are continuously dif- 
ferentiable in 01, the case where 01 contains some of the delays ylc is not included, 
since in this case the function a: -+ D(m) E Y(C, [w”) is not even continuous. 
Fortunately, all we need is 
(H3) For any K > 0, any $ E C with $ E C, j 4 j 6 I;‘, the functions 
a - q% 4) 
at+ g(s 41, 
are continuously differentiable in VU, . 
The last hypothesis says that the characteristic root X(a) “crosses” the imagi- 
nary axis through A,, , with nonvertical velocity, for almost all directions: 
W4) 
We can now state an extension of the Hopf Bifurcation Theorem for functional 
equations: 
THEOREM. Under Hypotheses [IIll-[H4], theye is an E > 0 such that JOT 
a E R, j a ( < c, there is a CVnanifold r, C &, of codimension 1, T’, continuously 
dzyerentiable ilz a, q, E T’,, = (CX E d: Re X(m) = 0, 1 01 - 01~ ) < .s}, such that for 
every a~ E P, , there is afunction w(a, CL) and an w(a, a)-periodicfunction x*(a, cz) (t), 
continuous together with their$rst derivatives in t, a, 01, ~(0, 01~) = 271/v,, , x*(0, a,,) 
= 0, and @(a, LI) is a so&ion of Equation (2.1). Furthermore, for j a - a,, 1 < E, 
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w - coo1 < ic eaery w-periodic solution x of Equation (2.1) with x < E mm 
be of the above type except for a translation in phase, that is, there exist a e (-E, c), 
CY E Fa and b E R such that x(t) = x*(t + b, a, a) for all t E R. 
Proof. The proof proceeds as the proof of Theorem 2.1 in 141. 
We first introduce a free parameter ,K in Equation (2.1) by scaling the time and 
determine 2n-periodic solutions of the resulting equation. 
Let /3 > -1,t = (1 + ,@) T, U(T) = ~((1 + ,8) T) and u,,~(B) = U(T + s/(1 + ,8j), 
--?’ < 8 < 0. Then, Equation (2.1) is equivalent to the equation 
D(a) %,8 - d% %,a) = 0. cw 
If this equation has a 2n-periodic solution, then Equation (2.1) has a 
(1 + /3) 2v-periodic solution, and conversely. 
Let us consider the above equation as a perturbation of the linear equation 
D(ol,J u, = 0 and rewrite it in the form 
where 
foraP113>~-I,a:EA,uE~Pz,,7.E~. 
Our program now is to find all the 2T-periodic continuous solutions, which 
are near to the nuli solution, of the equation 
w%) % = [(I - J) qp, %41(T), (2.7) 
and prove that there exist values of /3 and a: such that JN(p, a, U) (T) = 0. Here J 
is the projection operator given by relation (1.4). 
It is clear that, after this is done, we have a 2+periodic solution of Equation 
(2.6). 
By Lemma 1.5, Equation (2.7) is equivalent to 
U(T) = a(ei(T+b)21 + e--i(T+b)7j) + X(1 - J) N(P, a, 24) (T) (W 
where a, b are real constants, ZI is given in (1.3) and the operator X is given in 
(1.5). 
Since Equation (2.6) is autonomous and equivalent to Equation (2.8) plus 
J;t’(p, a, U) = 0, we can take b = 0 in Equation (2.8); the other solutions are 
obtained by translations in the phase. 
Consider the mapping 9: R x (- 1, co) x ti x Pap -P Pa* defined by 
F(a, p, 01, 24) (T) = ~(7) - a(e% + e-%7) - X(1 -- J) N(P, iy, ~4) (T). 
It is easy to see that aF/aa, and &F/ax exist and are continuous functions in 
all the arguments, 
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We note that 9(0, 0, a0 , 0) = 0 and (~P/&J) (0, 0, a0 , 0) is the identity. 
Then, the I.F.T. implies the existence of an E > 0 and a function u*(a, p, a) E 
9, , for each (a, /3, ) 01 such that I a I < E, I ,6 I < E, I 01- ala j < E, / ~*(a, /3, a)/ 
< E, ~“(0, /3, a) = 0, and 9(a, p, E, ~“(a, ,8, a)) = 0. 
As a consequence of the I.F.T., u*( T, 01, ,8, a) is continuously differentiable in 
a for j a j < E. We want to show that it is also continuously differentiable in 7, ,B- 
and a! in the region T E R, / /I / < E, / 01 - a,, ) < E. The continuous differen- 
tiability with respect to T follows from the fact that ~*(a, /3, a) (T), being a 
periodic solution of the functional equation (2.7), is continuously differentiable 
with respect to 7, by Corollary 1.4. Now, (d/&) u* continuous and the fact 
that N(/3,01, U) is continuously differentiable in /3 whenever u is continuously 
differentiable in 7, implies ~*(a, ,B, a) is continuously differentiable in p. By the 
same reason and Hypothesis (H3), ~*(a, ,13, 01 is continuously differentiable with ) 
respect to 01. 
Let us consider now the bifurcation equations J(N(& cy, u*(a, ,B, a))) = 0 or, 
equivalently the equation, 
1 27T 
2no s 
e--iTwN(/3, a, ~*(a, ,B, a)) (T) dr = 0 
for / a j < E, j j3 I < 6, I a! - 0”s I < E. Since J[N(@, 01, u*(O, j3, a))] = 0 for all 
LY. and /3, we divide this last integral by a and define 
G(a, /?, a) = $ - 2; ~ozq e&TwN(/3, a, ~*(a, /3, a)) (T) dT 
and solve G(a, /3, a) = 0. 
Now, we compute G(0, /I, a). I n order to simplify the notation, let us put 
~;;;PT a) =def Ca/aa) u*(T5 4 P, oI)l~=o . Then, we have, since g’(or, 0) = 0 for 
G(O, P, 4 = &- jozw e-“TW(~o> u,l(P, 4 - W) d,dB, 41 dT, 
Therefore, taking derivatives and using the equations w(M/&) (a!,,, i) v = 1 
and X’(ol,) dol = --w[(aH/&) (01~) ; Oa] z, we get 
g (0, 0, a!o) = i cw 
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and 
From (2.9) and the I.F.T, we can solve the equation 
Im G(a, p, CX) = 0 
for /3 = ,B*(a, a) about a = 0, 01 = &0 . 
Consider now the last equation 
F(a, a) =f Re G(a, /3*(a, e), a) = 0. 
Relation (2.10) and Hypothesis (H4) implies that for each ~a E R, a sma!i, 
there exists a P-manifold I’, C ~2, with codimension 1, such that for any 
a E Pa I r(a, a) = 0. Moreover, 
= (a E da%: j a - 01~ / < E, Re X(a) = 0) 
and the tangent space of r,, at o(,, is given by jr,OF, = Ker Re A’(,,). 
Given an a E: iw, / a ) < E, and an 01 E F, , we determine /3*(n, Z) and find a 
nonconstant 2r-periodic solution u*(T, a, P*(a, 01)~ CX) of Equation (2.6) and so, 
~*(t, a, a) = u*(t/[l + /3*(a, a)], n, /3*(a, LX), a) is a [I + P*(a, a)] . ;9rrr-periodic 
solution of Equation (2.1). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Rervmrk. It is clear from the proof of the above results that if we assume that 
the functions D(cY, 4) and g(a, 4) h ave k derivatives with respect to 4 which are 
continuous in the pair (a,$) and Hypothesis (H3) is satisfied for the k-th deriva- 
tive with respect to 01 when (b has k continuous derivatives in 0 E L--Y, 0], then, 
the bifurcation function r(a, LX) and the functions ~(a, a) and ~(a, a) in the 
theorem have continuous derivatives up through order k. 
3. EXAMPLE 
Consider the scalar equation 
where F(x) = bx(l - x) if x E [0, I], F(x) = 0 if x $ [OS, !]> and b > 0, L, > 1[4 
and L, > 0 are constants, bLs > 1. 
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Equation (3.1) was proposed in [2] as a model for some epidemics and growth 
processes. 
The dynamical system defined by Equation (3.1) has the equilibrium 
1 - (b&,)-r. The variational equation around this equilibrium is given by 
Let 01 = (6, L, , LJ. The characteristic equation is 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Since bL, > 1, H(a, 0) # 0 and zero is not a characteristic value. For h # 0, 
finding the zeros of H(u, A) is equivalent to finding the zeros of the function 
XH(a, A) = jj - (& - b) [e-LIA _ e-(t~+r~)n]. 
For this example, DO+ = +(O) which is hyperbolic; in fact it is asymptotically 
stable since Day, = 0 implies yt is the zero function for t > L, + L, regardless 
of the initial function. The operator D1 is given by 
which satisfies all of the smoothness conditions required in the Hopf bifurcation 
theorem. Also, the function F(x) is smooth near the equilibrium point 
1 - (bL,)-? 
It remains to verify the hypotheses (H2), (II4) concerning the nontrivial zeros 
of the function hH(ol, A). If ,13 = (2/L,) - b, this is equivalent to discussing the 
zeros of 
j++m = /jp _ 1). (3.5) 
The most interesting values of ,Q, L, , L, are those for which all nontrivial 
solutions have real parts less than or equal to zero and there are roots with real 
part equal to zero. This will define a surface r of codimension one in R3. On 
one side of this surface, the equilibrium point 1 - (K&r will be asymptotically 
stable and, on the other it will be unstable. If a point of this surface corresponds 
to the case where there are only two purely imaginary roots, then we have a 
Hopf bifurcation. 
The analysis of the characteristic equation and the determination of the surface 
I’ are difficult. However, we can say something about the equation. 
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Suppose first that L, = 0, that is, 
heLZA = pp* - 1). (3.6) 
The region of stability and instability for this equation are well understood (see 
131). In fact, for the more general equation 
the regions are depicted in the accompanying figure 
In region (I), all characteristic roots have negative real parts. The curve & + & 
= 0 bounding this region corresponds to a simple zero and the other curve 
bounding this region, to two purely imaginary roots. At the intersection of these 
curves one has a double zero root. 
The roots of (3.6) of interest to us are the nonzero ones since they must be 
roots of (3.3) and we have assumed 1 - bLL, # 0. From our discussion of (3.7) 
it follows that Equation (3.6) has all roots with negative real parts for 
- (U&l > 0, which is satisfied by our hypothesis that bL, > 1. Conse- 
Ind no bifurcation can occur. 
quently, the equilibrium point I - (b&-l is asymptotically stable for all b, L, 
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Now suppose L, > 0 and for simplicity that ,8 < 0. Equation (3.5) has only 
one real root, namely, the root X = 0. This means Equation (3.3) has no real 
roots. Let us prove that, if L, and L, vary in a compact interval, then as /3 -+ 0, 
/3 < 0, all the nonreal roots have real part approaching ---co. It is easy to see 
that A = 0 is a simple root of the function A - p[e-Lln - e-(%%)A], for all 
/3, L, , L, . Therefore, by the I.F.T. we can find an c > 0 such that for / /3 1 < 
G/4 there is a unique root in the ball ) h j < E, namely h = 0. By equating the 
real and imaginary parts, we see that any root h satisfies Re h < 2 [ /3 j and if 
Re h > 6 In /,13 1 , 6 > 0, then ] Im h ) < 2 j ,B 11--6(L~+L~). Choose any 6 > 0 
such that 6 < [2(L, + L&]-l. Then, each root in the rectangle (h G c: 6 In j ,8 j < 
Re A < 2 j ,8 / , ] Im X ) < 2 1 ,B 11j2) satisfies ] X j < 2 ] p j1j2. Therefore for / /I ] 
small all roots, except X = 0, have real parts less than 8 In j p 1 . If X = iu is a 
solution of Equation (3.5), then 
cos L,w = cos(L, + L2) w 
(3.8) 
p= . 
sm L,w - iZL1 + L,) w 
which implies that 
/3 sin 
2kirL, krr 2kn- 
2L,+L, =-2L,$L,’ w=2L,+Lz (3.9) 
for some integer k > 1. 
Equation (3.9) defines surfaces in (/3, L, , L&-space. These are certainly sur- 
faces which always have ,B < 0. Take the surface S that has the following 
property: For any fixed (/So, Llo, L,O) in S, Equation (3.5) at (p, Llo, L,O) has all 
nonzero eigenvalues with negative real parts for /?” < /3 < 0. At the point 
(PO, Llo, L,O), there are exactly two purely imaginary roots of Equation 3.5. 
Thus, the condition (H2) is satisfied. Also, in the direction normal to this 
surface the eigenvalues corresponding to these two purely imaginary eigenvalues 
are crossing with a definite velocity. Therefore, Hypothesis (H4) is satisfied and 
there is a Hopf bifurcation at each point on the surface. 
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